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COULD AN ICE SCULPTURE
MAKE YOUR WEDDING
TRULY UNIQUE?
When you’re planning a wedding it can be hard
to ﬁnd ways to make your big day truly unique.
First, it was photobooths and chocolate fountains, then
it was magicians and sweet carts. As more and more
trends catch on, it can be near impossible to make your
day stand out. But a bespoke ice sculpture could be the
answer!
Ice sculptures are the perfect way to decorate your
venue and wow your guests. If you’re tired of ﬂowers
and feathers, then how about table centres made
completely of ice?
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You could surprise your guests with an ice bar or
get the party started with a themed vodka luge!
Designed around your brief, our bespoke ice
sculptures add a personal touch to your big
day, giving you a truly unique way to make your
wedding one your guests will remember for
years to come.

THINK OUTSIDE
THE BOX
It’s not just table centrepieces and bottle
holders! Over the years we’ve provided some
pretty quirky sculptures for weddings.
One of our brides, a massive Disney fan,
commissioned us to create a sculpture from her
favourite movie, The Princess & The Frog.

Another couple,
avid gin drinkers,
ordered a “Gin
Bath”. A 1m long
bathtub with
working taps that
poured gin into
their guest's glasses,
all made entirely
from ice.

We’ve had sculptures of
guests who couldn’t attend,
pets who were unable to
be a part of the day and
even a sculpture of a sheep,
commissioned as a gift for a
groom who was a farmer.
So as you can see, the sky really is the limit when
it comes to planning your ice sculpture for your
wedding. If you can dream it, we can bring it to
life and help make your big day truly unique.

WHEN SHOULD
I START PLANNING
MY WEDDING
SCULPTURE?
While we can turn a sculpture around in as little
as a month, it’s best to start planning your ice
sculptures as far in advance as possible.
Designing, planning and creating a masterpiece
takes time and as things can get a little hectic
for you in the last few months before the
wedding, it’s best to book in too early, rather
than leave to the last minute.
Most brides and grooms contact us 12-18
months before the wedding, but anything
up to about 6 months in advance would be
a good timescale.

Ever seen a lifesize dog carved out of ice? See that and more at www.psdiceart.co.uk
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THE TRUE
COST OF
CHEAP ICE
SCULPTURES
A quality ice sculpture is a brilliant way to
wow your guests and keep them talking
about your event for months to come. But
not all ice sculptures are created equal and a
poor quality piece can set the wrong image
for your company or worse, be a complete
embarrassment.

deliver an excellent sculpture that’s ideal for your
event.

These 5 questions will help you to choose a quality
supplier for your next ice sculpture.

A great ice sculpting company will want to show
off their work. They’ll have a huge back catalogue
of sculptures they have done for their clients and
will be happy to show it to you. Look for variety
in their portfolio. They may be excellent at table
centrepieces, but that doesn’t mean they can pull
off a luge!

IS IT A LIKE FOR LIKE
QUOTE?
One of the most common mistakes I see people
make when they look at a cheaper alternative, is
that they fail to notice that it’s not a like for like
quote. When an ice sculptor is undercutting the
market, you have to ask where they are cutting
corners in order to cut the cost?
It could be that the sculpture they are offering is
smaller, or that there is a slight adaptation to the
design that will make it quicker to sculpt.
Just be sure that you truly know what it is you
are being quoted for, or you could end up
disappointed on the day.

DO THEY HAVE A PROVEN
TRACK RECORD?
Whether you're running an event, planning a
wedding or using ice for a PR stunt, you need to
be sure that your chosen sculptor will show up and
deliver what they promise on the day! Choose a
supplier that has a proven track record in business.
Ask them how long they've been in the industry?
Do they have any big named clients? Do their
clients keep coming back to them? Working with
ice is hard.
An experienced sculptor will be able to advise
you on what is possible and will work with you to

CAN YOU SEE
EXAMPLES OF THEIR
PREVIOUS WORK?

You only get one chance to get your event right so
be sure to choose a sculptor you're sure can deliver
your brief.

CAN YOU SEE ANY
IMPARTIAL REVIEWS?
Reviews are the best way to tell if a company is
able to deliver on their promises, but how can you
tell if the reviews are genuine? Most companies
will have case studies and testimonials on their
website, but the best place to look for impartial
feedback is Google or Facebook. Check out their
Google Maps listing and their company Facebook
page. The reviews there are more likely to be
genuine, as the reviewer has to have an account
and be signed in to leave one.

DOES THE PRICE INCLUDE
EVERYTHING YOU NEED?
Finally, be sure that the price you are given is the
total price you will pay. Ask if there are any extras
that will be required? Does the price include the
stands, lighting, delivery and even VAT?
You don’t want to get stung with a surprise bill that
pushes you over your budget!
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WILL 2019
BE YOUR BEST
YEAR YET?
As the Christmas period comes to an end and
the New Year begins, it’s the perfect time to
reflect on the past 12 months and plan where
you’d like the coming year to take you.
For the team here at PSD Ice Art, 2018 was a cracker.
We took on some exciting projects, stretching our
experience and delivering some outstanding work
to our clients. So how can we top that? What do
we plan to do over the coming months to make
2019 even better?

OUR TOP SECRET
PROJECT CONTINUES...

PUSHING THE LIMITS
OF ICE SCULPTING
We’re proud to be seen as innovators in our field. We
love testing the limits and seeing just how far you can
go with the art of ice sculpting. This year’s joint venture
saw us working together with Motion Mapping,
using projections to bring the ice to life. We’re looking
forward to taking on some more projection projects
and forging some new joint ventures to see what else
we can bring to the industry.
As you can see, we’ve got some big plans for the year
ahead. What are your plans for 2019? We’d love to
hear about them...

This year saw us close the deal on the Belowzero Ice
Bar in London. Our quirky London themed display has
been a huge success, but plans for the next theme are
already well underway. They’re top secret as it stands,
but we’ll be sharing them with you as soon as we can!

MORE TEAM BUILDING
& LIVE EVENTS
Our team building and live events have grown in
popularity over the last 12 months, so we plan to
continue developing this service. We love to share the
joy of sculpting with others, whether it’s as a hands-on
activity or just as a spectator event.
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